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TOP 5 THINGS TO DO

Marina Bay
Canvas of Art, Innovation, 
and Architecture.

SAMSARA BY 
HSIN-CHIEN HUANG

CYCLE along 
Gardens by the 
Bay and soak in the 
picturesque scenery.

NEW EDEN: 
SCIENCE FICTION 

MYTHOLOGIES 
TRANSFORMED

EXPLORE 
diverse realms at the 
ArtScience Museum.



📍 COMPLETE MAP 📍

ENJOY your evening 
with a mesmerising light 
show of fountains and light 
projections set to music 
against the city skyline.

WINE & DINE 
in the iconic Ce La Vi 
on the 57th floor of 
Marina Bay Sands.

INDULGE in 
the finest array of 
restaurants, all within 
Marina Bay Sands.

https://go.gov.sg/saw24-maps
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ART SG 2024
Presented by Founding and Lead Partner UBS,  Presented by Founding and Lead Partner UBS,  
ART SGART SG stands at the forefront of Singapore  stands at the forefront of Singapore 
and Southeast Asia’s international art fairs. Its and Southeast Asia’s international art fairs. Its 
inaugural launch in January 2023 was regarded as a inaugural launch in January 2023 was regarded as a 
transformative moment for Singapore’s art scene. As it transformative moment for Singapore’s art scene. As it 
returns for its second edition, returns for its second edition, ART SGART SG once again takes  once again takes 
centre stage, showcasing exceptional contemporary centre stage, showcasing exceptional contemporary 
art from across the globe and connecting Southeast art from across the globe and connecting Southeast 
Asia with the broader global art community.Asia with the broader global art community.
This edition of This edition of ART SGART SG promises a stellar lineup  promises a stellar lineup 
of galleries from around the world, alongside of galleries from around the world, alongside 
captivating large-scale installations, curated talks, captivating large-scale installations, curated talks, 
and film programmes. Part of Singapore Art Week, and film programmes. Part of Singapore Art Week, 
ART SGART SG firmly establishes Singapore as a must-visit  firmly establishes Singapore as a must-visit 
destination on the global art stage and continues to destination on the global art stage and continues to 
redefine and elevate the region’s arts landscape.redefine and elevate the region’s arts landscape.

19 JAN 24, 12–7PM
20 JAN 24, 11AM–7PM
21 JAN 24, 11AM–5PM
TICKETED 
SANDS EXPO & CONVENTION CENTRE
10 BAYFRONT AVE S018956
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https://maps.app.goo.gl/pYfWBv8RQ9PEoBo88
https://www.instagram.com/art.sg/?hl=en
https://www.facebook.com/artsgfair/
http://artsg.com/
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NEW EDEN: SCIENCE FICTION 
MYTHOLOGIES TRANSFORMED
New Eden: Science Fiction Mythologies TransformedNew Eden: Science Fiction Mythologies Transformed  
offers fresh insights into science fiction, revealing offers fresh insights into science fiction, revealing 
the ties between Asian philosophy, mythologies and the ties between Asian philosophy, mythologies and 
this genre. The exhibition delves into parallel worlds, this genre. The exhibition delves into parallel worlds, 
interdimensional travel, utopias, and transcendence interdimensional travel, utopias, and transcendence 
– all from the perspective of Asian philosophy and – all from the perspective of Asian philosophy and 
spirituality by 24 Asian women artists and collectives. spirituality by 24 Asian women artists and collectives. 
This rare exploration of science fiction celebrates This rare exploration of science fiction celebrates 
the female perspective of dreamscapes and visions. the female perspective of dreamscapes and visions. 
It’s a call for inclusivity, amplifying alternative It’s a call for inclusivity, amplifying alternative 
voices. Curated by the ArtScience Museum, this voices. Curated by the ArtScience Museum, this 
event is part of Marina Bay Sands’ festival, “Where event is part of Marina Bay Sands’ festival, “Where 
Art Takes Shape,” shaping the future of art.Art Takes Shape,” shaping the future of art.

21 OCT 23—3 MAR 24, 10AM–7PM
TICKETED
ARTSCIENCE MUSEUM
6 BAYFRONT AVE S018974
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https://maps.app.goo.gl/oBhPTk1BQXLtdUoh7
https://www.instagram.com/artsciencemuseumsg/
https://www.facebook.com/ArtScienceMuseum/ 
https://www.marinabaysands.com/museum/exhibitions/new-eden.html
https://twitter.com/artscimuseum/
https://www.youtube.com/user/ArtScienceMuseum
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SAMSARA 
BY HSIN-CHIEN HUANG 

In a post-apocalyptic world ravaged by human In a post-apocalyptic world ravaged by human 
greed, greed, SamsaraSamsara unfolds a narrative of global  unfolds a narrative of global 
destruction and rebirth across millennia. This destruction and rebirth across millennia. This 
virtual reality and interactivity experiment delves virtual reality and interactivity experiment delves 
into Embodied Cognition, offering viewers unique into Embodied Cognition, offering viewers unique 
perspectives and fostering empathy. Witness the perspectives and fostering empathy. Witness the 
evolution of life on Earth through different lenses, evolution of life on Earth through different lenses, 
ultimately prompting a profound understanding of ultimately prompting a profound understanding of 
our collective existence. our collective existence. SamsaraSamsara has garnered  has garnered 
acclaim, including selection at the 78th Venice acclaim, including selection at the 78th Venice 
VR Film Festival, a 2021 SXSW Jury Award, and VR Film Festival, a 2021 SXSW Jury Award, and 
the 2021 Cannes XR Best VR Story accolade. As the 2021 Cannes XR Best VR Story accolade. As 
part of Marina Bay Sands’ art festival, “Where Art part of Marina Bay Sands’ art festival, “Where Art 
Takes Shape,” it invites you to explore the depths of Takes Shape,” it invites you to explore the depths of 
human connection and the mysteries of existence.human connection and the mysteries of existence.

4 OCT 23—30 JAN 24, 10AM–7PM
TICKETED 
ARTSCIENCE MUSEUM
6 BAYFRONT AVE S018974
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https://maps.app.goo.gl/oBhPTk1BQXLtdUoh7
https://www.instagram.com/artsciencemuseumsg/
https://www.facebook.com/ArtScienceMuseum/ 
https://www.marinabaysands.com/museum/exhibitions/samsara-vr.html
https://twitter.com/artscimuseum/
https://www.youtube.com/user/ArtScienceMuseum
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MARS: THE RED MIRROR 
BY ARTSCIENCE MUSEUM IN COLLABORATION WITH 
CENTRE OF CONTEMPORARY CULTURE BARCELONA 

Mars: The Red MirrorMars: The Red Mirror embarks on a captivating  embarks on a captivating 
journey, tracing Mars’ evolution across cultures journey, tracing Mars’ evolution across cultures 
from ancient myths to future prospects. This from ancient myths to future prospects. This 
groundbreaking exhibition, curated by Juan Insua groundbreaking exhibition, curated by Juan Insua 
in collaboration with ArtScience Museum and in collaboration with ArtScience Museum and 
the Centre of Contemporary Culture Barcelona, the Centre of Contemporary Culture Barcelona, 
synthesises 12,000 years of Martian cultural history. synthesises 12,000 years of Martian cultural history. 
It melds ancient artefacts, artworks, films, scientific It melds ancient artefacts, artworks, films, scientific 
revelations, and contemporary creations, offering a revelations, and contemporary creations, offering a 
rich tapestry of narratives. Visitors are immersed in rich tapestry of narratives. Visitors are immersed in 
diverse perspectives on Mars, prompting reflection diverse perspectives on Mars, prompting reflection 
on Earth’s state and the prospect of a hypothetical on Earth’s state and the prospect of a hypothetical 
“Planet B.” A sensory, aesthetic, and intellectual “Planet B.” A sensory, aesthetic, and intellectual 
experience awaits, with thought-provoking talks, experience awaits, with thought-provoking talks, 
educational activities, and films at ArtScience educational activities, and films at ArtScience 
Cinema, suitable for all ages. Part of Marina Bay Cinema, suitable for all ages. Part of Marina Bay 
Sands’ art festival, “Where Art Takes Shape.”Sands’ art festival, “Where Art Takes Shape.” 

25 NOV 23—7 APR 24, 10AM–7PM
TICKETED
ARTSCIENCE MUSEUM
6 BAYFRONT AVE S018974
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https://maps.app.goo.gl/oBhPTk1BQXLtdUoh7
https://www.instagram.com/artsciencemuseumsg/
https://www.facebook.com/ArtScienceMuseum/ 
https://www.marinabaysands.com/museum/exhibitions/mars.html
https://twitter.com/artscimuseum/
https://www.youtube.com/user/ArtScienceMuseum
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THE COCOON 
BY PORSCHE AG 

This self-supporting structure is an art This self-supporting structure is an art 
installation by Marc Fornes / THEVERYMANY in installation by Marc Fornes / THEVERYMANY in 
collaboration with Style Porsche. Crafted from collaboration with Style Porsche. Crafted from 
thin aluminium sheets, it blurs the lines between thin aluminium sheets, it blurs the lines between 
art and architecture, embodying Porsche’s design art and architecture, embodying Porsche’s design 
principles of Tension, Focus, and Purpose. Originally principles of Tension, Focus, and Purpose. Originally 
conceived for an automotive world premiere, it conceived for an automotive world premiere, it 
symbolises performance and transformation, symbolises performance and transformation, 
offering a unique reimagining experience.offering a unique reimagining experience. 

25 JAN—11 FEB 24
SILVER LEAF AT GARDENS BY THE BAY
18 MARINA GARDENS DR S018953
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https://maps.app.goo.gl/Y7LmbUrjg6dhKWcr9
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All information is correct at the time of print. 

Please visit artweek.sg for the latest updates.

The National Arts Council is not responsible for 
the accuracy, completeness or usefulness of this 
publication, and shall not be liable for any damage, 
loss, injury or inconvenience arising from or in 
connection with the content of this publication. You 
should verify or seek clarification from the individual 
third parties referred to in this publication. 

All rights reserved. No part of this publication may be 
reproduced or utilised in any form or by any means, 
electronic or mechanical, including photocopying, 
by any information storage and retrieval system 
or otherwise without written permission from the 
National Arts Council.

@SGARTWEEK 
#SGARTWEEK
#SAW2024
#ARTTAKESOVER

https://t.me/SGArtWeek
https://www.instagram.com/sgartweek/
https://www.facebook.com/SGArtWeek/

